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Abstract
Demographic processes directly affect patterns of genetic variation within contemporary
populations as well as future generations, allowing for demographic inference from patterns of
both present day and past genetic variation. Advances in laboratory procedures and sequencing
and genotyping technologies in the last decades have resulted in massive increases in high
quality genome-wide genetic data from present day populations and allowed retrieving genetic
data from archaeological material, also known as ancient DNA. This has resulted in an
explosion of work exploring past changes in population size, structure, continuity and
movement. However, as genetic processes are highly stochastic, patterns of genetic variation
only indirectly reflect demographic histories. As a result, past demographic processes need to
be reconstructed using an inferential approach. This usually involves comparing observed
patterns of variation with model expectations from theoretical population genetics. A large
number of approaches have been developed based on different population genetic models that
each come with assumptions about the data and underlying demography. In this article I review
some of the key models and assumptions underlying the most commonly used approaches for
past demographic inference and their consequences for our ability to link the inferred
demographic processes to the archaeological and climate records.
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Introduction
Genetic information from present day individuals has been used for past demographic and
evolutionary inference for decades. However, recent advances in sequencing and genotyping
technologies have reduced the cost of generating genetic data substantially, allowing for large
high-quality population-wide datasets to be produced and used for addressing questions about
demography ranging from the timing of recent human “Out-of-Africa” event [1] to mate choice
patterns and structure of genetic variation within present day populations [2].
This reduction of cost per base pair sequenced combined with advances in specialised
laboratory protocols for degraded genetic material [3–5] has also allowed large scale
sequencing of genetic data from archaeological material, also known as ancient DNA, and
resulted in an explosion of work exploring changes in population size, structure, continuity and
movement in last few thousand years.
While some aspects of past demography have simple predictions for genetic patterns of
variation, such as the biological sex [6] of a past individual or familiar genetic relationships
between individuals [7], most demographic processes leave behind a more convoluted
signature. In fact, the patterns of genetic variation across individual genomes are a result of
accumulated effects of different past demographic processes combined with the stochasticity
of inheritance.
As a result, demographic processes need to be inferred by comparing patterns of observed
genetic variation to theoretical or (in case of more complicated demographic scenarios)
simulated model predictions, both relying on the population genetics theory with its roots in
the work by R. Fisher, S. Wright, J. B. S. Haldane and others in the 1920s and 1930s.
Different inferential approaches require assumptions about the data and the underlying
demographic processes, that in some methods need to be made explicitly whereas in others
they are implicit. These assumptions, and the level to which they are met, can heavily affect
the suitability different frameworks for testing competing demographic hypotheses as well as
the interpretation of such demographic modelling. In this article I will review the assumptions
underlying the most common approaches for past demographic inference as well as their
consequences, especially in relation to our ability to link the inferred demographic processes
to the archaeological and climate records.
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Pattern-based approaches to demographic inference
Phylogeographic inference is an approach to reconstruct population histories that was
especially popular in the early days of past demographic inference using genetic data (e.g. [8,9]
but also [10]02/03/2020 15:16:00). Here, a phylogenetic tree is constructed based on the
substitutions (mutations) in a single locus (usually a non-recombining part of the genome like
the mitochondrial DNA or the Y chromosome). All sampled individuals are assigned to
haplogroups and haplotypes, which are the branches and sub-branches, or lineages, on the
inferred tree. The root of the tree corresponds to the most recent common ancestor of all the
samples. When the mutation rate is known (or can be estimated), it is possible to estimate the
dates of each branching point of the tree, using the accumulation of mutations along branches
in the tree as a "molecular clock". Inferences about the past are based on the phylogenetic
relationship between different haplotypes or haplogroups, their estimated splitting times, and
their distribution in space and time.
The key challenge with inferring the past from these trees lies in that events in the single locus
phylogenetic trees do not generally correspond directly to population-level events as they are
stochastic outcomes of given population histories. As a result, very different demographic
scenarios can give rise to qualitatively similar gene trees and distribution of haplotypes [11].
Although studies relying on data from single loci often lack the statistical power to test complex
population histories, especially when exclusively from modern populations [12–14], robust
inference can in principle be achieved when using sufficient data (e.g. samples from before,
during and after the demographic event of interest) and explicit statistical modelling that
accounts for the randomness of individual loci and allows to formally consider the likelihood
of different alternative demographic scenarios (e.g. [15,16]). Although ancient DNA alone
already provides additional resolution that often enable researchers to exclude less likely
scenarios (e.g.[17–19]), without explicit demographic modelling the conclusions can be easily
steered by the subjective biases of a particular researcher [14].
The latter also applies to neighbour joining trees based on many more loci or even whole
genomes: Such algorithms are designed to join samples based on genetic similarity without
explicit consideration to demographic processes such as gene flow, genetic drift, isolation and
identity by descent, let alone more complex scenarios combining these processes, that may
have caused the observed similarities and differences between populations. Therefore, the
resulting tree does not in itself provide sufficient evidence to conclude that the studied
populations have split like the tree suggests. Nevertheless, these approaches are extremely
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useful for identifying issues with data quality, such as sequencing batch effects and other
artefacts resulting from data generation, as well as for generating alternative hypotheses or
demographic scenarios, to be formally tested within a hypothesis testing framework.

Descriptive methods for inferring population structure
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a commonly used technique for assessing the genetic
similarity between individuals and the extent to which populations form distinct clusters. In a
PCA of genetic data, each locus is treated as an independent variable (dimension) and genetic
variation among samples is reduced into main axis of variation - principal components (PCs),
using the covariance matrix. PCA analysis of modern human populations has been shown to
reflect geographic relationships between populations on different scales: on a global scale,
populations from the same sub-continent tend to group together [20], and across Europe the
genetic locations of samples in the PCA show striking similarity to their geographic locations
[21].
In ancient DNA literature, modern populations are typically used to define the PCs and ancient
individuals are projected onto them. As a general rule, only the first few axes of variation (PCs)
are presented, representing a small proportion (typically only few percentages) of total
variation present in modern populations. However, the older the sample, or otherwise more
distantly related to the modern populations used in the analysis, the more likely it is that more
of its variation ends up in an orthogonal axis to the ones presented/used for inference. This
problem can be exacerbated by the projection method as individuals with more missing data
are more likely to end up closer to the average of the modern data points. In principle, it would
be possible to overcome this problem by turning the analysis around: Using ancient samples to
define PCs and projecting modern samples onto this variation, in order to investigate the
genetic similarity between modern and ancient populations. However, this would require a
representative high-quality ancient DNA sample from each time slice and geographic region
of interest.
The main problem with inferring population history from PCA is that it lacks an underlying
population genetic model, and several different scenarios can result in similar distribution of
samples on PCs [22]. For example, a population can appear different in a PCA because it has
been separate from other populations for a long time, or because a recent population bottleneck
has caused extensive drift in allele frequencies within that population [23]. Therefore, it is not
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possible to directly relate the inferred distances between samples on PCs to demographic
processes behind the observed variation.
Similar criticism applies to tools commonly used in demographic inference using modern and
ancient DNA such as STRUCTURE [24], ADMIXTURE [25], Finestructure, and
Chromopainter [26]. These tools vary in their technical implementations but are all designed
to identify major genetic clusters and express each sample as a mixture of these clusters. For
example, people living in central America today can be modelled as admixture between
present-day Native American, European and African populations [27]. The underlying model
of such approaches assumes that (present day) individuals are a product of admixture of distinct
“source” groups that existed in the past. Problems with such approaches may arise when this
cannot be assumed a priori and the inferred statistical clusters are misleadingly taken as
evidence of existence of “ancestral” or “source” populations, when in reality, the existence of
such clusters could be explained by multiple distinct demographic histories [28]. Unless more
complex demographic scenarios are explicitly considered, it is inherently not possible to
identify which demographic scenarios have resulted in such clusters using clustering
approaches alone. However, sometimes it is possible to use such tools to test competing
demographic scenarios, provided that it is clear that the tested scenarios are expected to produce
distinct clustering patterns (e.g. [29]).
In summary, statistical approaches such as the Principal Component Analyses and neighbour
joining trees (regardless whether based on a single locus or whole genomes) as well as
clustering tools such as tools such as ADMIXTURE can be very useful for summarising and
visualizing complex population genetic data (e.g. for generating alternative hypotheses or
identifying problems with data quality). However, the translation of such patterns into explicit
demographic scenarios is less than straightforward as such tools lack a formal demographic
model as well as a hypothesis testing component. This results in inference that can be easily
steered by subjective interpretation of individual researchers, unless the demographic scenarios
of interest can be expected to produce vastly different patterns of variation.

Methods for inferring spatial barriers to past mobility
From theoretical population genetics and ecology it is known that reduced mobility, for
example caused by geographic or cultural barriers, can increase differences in allele
frequencies between populations. For pairs of populations, this has traditionally been captured
by FST, the ratio of the variance of allele frequencies between sub-populations to the variance
5
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in the whole population [30]. In an ideal setting, such as Wright's infinite island model [31]
where populations are located on an infinite square lattice, FST is directly related to the number
M of migrants per generation between neighbouring populations in the lattice [FST = 1/(1+2M)],
such that no migrants yield FST =1 and "infinite" migration rate (i.e. a panmictic population)
yields FST =0.
Several tools have been developed to extend this principle. CircuitScape [32,33] is commonly
used in landscape population genetics to test the effect of geographic features on population
connectivity. It approximates the effect of gene flow as current through an electric circuit,
where FST values between pairs of populations correspond to pairwise voltage measurements
in the circuit. By solving the corresponding electrostatic equations, the program estimates gene
flow along all paths. Recently, this tool was used to estimate different routes during the initial
colonisation of Australia [34].
Pagani et al. [1] developed an analytical technique, based on Gaussian kernel interpolation, to
study past barriers to gene flow by quantifying spatial gradients in allele frequencies. They
applied it to human whole genome data across Eurasia and found evidence of major mountain
ranges and deserts acting as barriers to gene flow. Petkova et al. [35] introduced EEMS
(Estimated Effective Migration Surfaces), a tool based on computational geometry designed to
deal with spatially irregular patterns of data. In this framework space is represented as a
polygon subdivided into triangles. Each of the triangles is associated with a local movement
rate that is constant within the triangle. Finally, the method uses classical population genetics
theory to find movement rates that corresponds to observed pairwise differences in allele
frequencies among samples.
Mathieson et al. [36] applied the EEMS approach to 116 samples dated to be older than 7000
BP in order to investigate population structure in European hunter-gatherers. These methods
rely on the assumption that observed genetic similarities and differences between samples are
a function of physical isolation between them, so that genetic differences between samples of
different age (resulting from genetic drift and mutations) can cause spurious geographic
barriers to be inferred in temporally heterogenous datasets. However, this issue can be
mitigated by making sure that the temporal genetic differences are small enough compared to
the geographic differences considered.
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Sampling bias
Bias in sampling is an issue that can potentially affect all population genetic inference from
pattern-based qualitative descriptions of data to explicit demographic modelling. As a general
rule, approaches for past demographic inference from genetic data rest on the assumption that
individuals are sampled randomly from a population so that the observed differences between
samples is representative of the whole population. This can pose a significant problem for
demographic analyses based on individuals from museum collections or archaeological
specimens where sampling is largely influenced by a number of non-random factors such as
preservation, as well as excavation and sampling locations and periods that are not always
spatially or temporally randomly distributed.
The issue of non-uniform sampling can be dealt with using approaches that explicitly consider
spatial and temporal location of samples. For example, Loog et al. [37] developed an extension
to the FST measure that unifies spatial and temporal distances into a single metric. They showed
that this metric directly informs on past levels of mobility and applied it to genome-wide data
from a set of spatially and temporally sparsely distributed ancient Europeans.
However, even such methods can give misleading results if the sampled individuals are closely
genetically related. For example, consider a situation where related individuals are more likely
to be subjected to similar funerary practices or be buried in a similar location. If these practices
or locations were more likely to be excavated or result in better preservation, sampled
individuals could end up being more related than would be expected by chance, leading also to
biased downstream demographic analyses. Although familial relatives can be identified and
removed from subsequent demographic inference, more subtle sampling biases can be very
difficult to detect and account for in the analyses.

Methods for inferring demographic histories from explicit models
As discussed above, approaches such as PCA and Admixture are descriptive, and narratives
based purely on such results do not constitute a formal analysis of population history. In order
to achieve robust demographic inference, alternative hypotheses need to be formulated as
different demographic scenarios. The likelihood of different demographic scenarios can then
be formally compared by calculating the probability of observing the data given each scenario.
Here the level of detail described in each demographic scenarios is heavily constrained by the
available data so that more information rich data can be used to test increasingly more nuanced
demographic scenarios.
7
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Tree-like population history models & the history
In order to understand the properties of modern methods for inference of past population
dynamics, and some of their weaknesses, it is useful to review the concept of population in
population genetics: Conceptually, either directly or indirectly, most population genetic models
treat populations as lineages (or taxa) within a phylogenetic framework. That is populations
are distinct, homogenous entities; with a history that can be represented as a tree, where branch
points represent splits between ancient populations, and leaves of the tree are extant or
archaeological populations for which samples are available.
Several methods of varying degree of complexity exist for constructing the phylogenetic tree
representing the joint history of populations. Here, I will review the approaches most
commonly used in the inferences about past demography, as an exhaustive enumeration of all
population genetic modelling methods would be beyond the scope of this paper.
Several computationally intensive methods have been developed to estimate past population
sizes, gene flow between different branches in the population tree and, if the mutation rate is
known, date of divergence between populations from sequence data (e.g. IMa [38],
fastSIMCOAL2 [39] and G-PhoCS [40]) or allele frequency data (e.g. ai [41]). For example,
Freedman et al. [42] used the G-PhoCS tool and seven high quality genomes from present day
wolves and dogs to formally compare demographic models involving different divergence
times, ancestral population sizes, and rates of post-divergence gene flow between the different
branches of the Canid phylogenetic tree (each sample representing a different branch).
The approaches based on the phylogenetic framework rely on the assumption that the
relationship between populations can be represented as, essentially, a phylogenetic tree, i.e. as
abrupt splits between different branches of the tree, followed by independent evolution with
potential for subsequent episodes of gene flow between them. As a result, such approaches are
not well suited to testing past demographic scenarios where the relationship between
populations has historically been more complex than can be represented in a splitting tree
model (i.e. groups in close geographic proximity).
A different but related issue is that such approaches do not scale well to large histories, with
complex historical interactions as they require all potential demographic events and
interactions to be explicitly defined. As a result, a potentially large number of a priori modelling
decisions about a demographic process which is, as a general rule, unknown are required for
the inference, making them challenging to apply to many archaeological and anthropological
questions.
8
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This has created a need for inference methods that require fewer a priori assumptions, and as a
result, are sometimes informally referred to as “data driven” or “model free” approaches.
Although these approaches do not require a predefined demographic model, they make a
number of assumptions about the possible genetic histories of samples within and between
populations. As I will illustrate with examples below, such approaches are far from model free.

Population genetic inference for estimating past population sizes
One such approach has been developed for estimating changes in past population sizes.
Coalescent theory predicts that gene linages coalesce with a rate dependent on the effective
population size (the size of the population contributing offspring to the next generation). This
provides a unique relationship between the size of a population through time and the
distribution of time to the most recent common ancestor for pairs of sequences. Li and Durbin
[43] developed PSMC (Pairwise Sequentially Markovian Coalescent) approach to implement
this principle and reconstruct a detailed history of population size from a single high quality
(i.e. with sufficient sequencing depth to resolve heterozygotes) genome sequence. Extensions
of this method have been subsequently developed to additionally handle multiple samples from
a single population for an increased resolution [44,45] and to infer the history of gene flow
between pairs of populations [45].
Li and Durbin [43] used PSMC to infer population size change curves through time from highquality genomes from Africa, East Asia, Europe. They inferred a severe reduction in population
size for non-African individuals around 10-60 thousand years ago) and attributed this to out of
Africa population bottleneck.
In these approaches the inference of effective population size changes through time rest on two
main assumptions: a) that mutation and recombination rates are known and b) that the
population from which the sample was drawn has been panmictic throughout history, i.e. that
all contemporary pairs of individuals within that population are equally likely to mate,
regardless of geographic separation or other factors. Uncertainty of both mutation and
recombination rate estimates results in large confidence intervals for estimated population sizes
and time scales of inferred changes (when this is taken into account, frequently on single
mutation and recombination rate values are considered in the analyses).
Deviations from the assumption of panmictic populations can have more obscure consequences
for the inferred histories. For example, Mazet et al. [46] showed that when PSMC is applied to
samples from spatially structured populations, it tends to infer changes in the effective
9
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population size with time also when the true population size has been stable. This can be
understood by considering the case of a local sub-populations, where each sub-population is
panmictic and is connected to its closest neighbours by migration (gene flow). For short time
scales, the ancestors of an individual sampled from one of the sub-populations will tend to
belong to the same sub-population, and the inferred effective population size will reflect the
size of this sub-population. On longer time scales migration will cause the ancestors to be
spread out over a larger geographic area, with increasingly rare contacts (and, as a consequence,
lower coalescent rates). From this reduced coalescence rate the PSMC will infer an increasing
effective population size, even when there has been no change in it. In this case, the detailed
shape of the inferred population size history will depend on the size and number of subpopulations as well as the migration rate between sub-populations [46]. Although magnitude
of this effect will largely depend on the level of historic structure present in populations, Mazet
et al. [46] suggested that estimates of population size that ignore population structure should
be interpreted as estimates of past population size and population structure as it is not clear
which aspect is being captured for any given demographic history.

F-statistics and admixture graphs
Another class of methods that do not require a detailed relationship between populations to be
explicitly modelled are built on so-called f -statistics [47]; reviewed in [48] in further detail)
and have been used extensively in the ancient DNA literature to test hypotheses of the
relationship between ancient and modern populations. These statistics also use classical
phylogenetic view of a population (described above) and rely on the assumption that genetic
drift occurs independently in each population, i.e. on each branch of the tree. Pare inferred to
share more genetic drift are expected to share more of their demographic history. The f

2

statistic measures the amount of drift along both lineages since the divergence from a shared
ancestral population in the tree. The f 3 statistic measures the amount of shared drift between
two pairs of samples relative to an out-group population. As a result, the f 3 statistic is often
used to quantify the level of shared drift between modern-day populations and archaeological
(ancient DNA) samples, and to identify the closest present-day relatives to an archaeological
sample.
For example, Rasmussen et al. [49] used the f3 statistic and a sample from an ancient North
American individual directly associated with the Clovis tools to test the two competing
hypotheses about the origins of the Clovis culture. They found that present day Native
10
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Americans from Central and South America share the greatest amount of genetic drift (highest
f3) with the ancient Clovis individual, followed by individuals from Central Eurasia and only
then individuals from Europe, suggesting that the demographic history of people associated
with Clovis culture involved a more recent split from East-Eurasian populations than European
populations and subsequently supporting the hypothesis where people practicing Clovis culture
arrived to the Americas from Asia (via Beringia) over the European origins (Solutrean)
hypothesis.
The f4 statistic estimates the amount of shared genetic drift between pairs of populations, and
can be used to statistically test hypotheses of gene flow between sub-populations [47], or
hybridisation between populations of different species [50]: if the shared drift is zero, the two
pairs of populations must belong to different parts of the tree (i.e. separated by a more ancestral
node in the tree). Conversely, if the f4 statistic is significantly different from zero, the null
hypothesis of no separation between populations or species is formally rejected and it is
concluded that gene flow or hybridisation occurred. The related D statistic (the f4 statistic
divided by a positive scale factor that makes the D statistic have a range between -1 and 1) is
often used in these tests, often referred to as ABBA-BABA tests, measuring the proportion of
two gene-tree configurations across the genome.
The f4 statistic can also be used to statistically test whether different ancestral tree topologies
are compatible with the observed data. Frameworks such as TreeMix [24], AdmixtureGraph
[48] and qpGraph [51] build on this principle to construct taxonomic trees, using genome wide
data and bootstrap analysis to assess the significance of population splits.
Because of their conceptual simplicity and ease-of-use the f-statistics have been hugely
popular. They have been successfully employed in answering many long standing
archaeological and anthropological questions and have led to a number of important new
insights, (e.g. Neanderthal admixture to the present day human gene pool [50] or demographic
origins of modern European populations [52]).
However, care needs to be taken when interpreting such results as the analysis can be
confounded by incomplete lineage sorting caused by ancient population structure [53], i.e. the
genetic drift in the branches of the phylogenetic tree has not been completely independent, but
instead influenced by geography.
Population genetic inference for testing population continuity through time
A common question that can be addressed with ancient DNA is whether a present population
is directly ancestral to a past population or if the latter has experienced admixture from external
11
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populations. Testing this is not straight forward because alleles present in any generation
represent a randomly drawn sample of alleles in a previous generation and, as a consequence,
allele frequencies can change considerably even under a scenario of complete population
continuity (no gene flow from an external source), a phenomenon usually referred to as
“genetic drift” in the population genetic literature. What is more, the expected level of drift
greatly depends on the population size: because of the law of large numbers, genetic drift is
smaller in large populations and larger in small ones.
Formal tests of continuity are usually (directly or indirectly) based on comparison of observed
allele frequency differences between ancient and modern populations with a distribution of
expected differences under a null hypotheses of population continuity at a given size (or sizes)
(e.g [54,55,49,56,57] examples). Here the difficulty lies in specifying a meaningful nullmodel, as very few population histories involve complete isolation from neighbouring groups.
As demonstrated by Silva et al. [58], the threshold level above which continuity is rejected
largely depends on expected level of gene-flow with neighbouring populations. Here a high
level of continuous gene flow from an external source can leave a genetic signal
indistinguishable from a more sudden population replacement.
One way to overcome this problem is to use inference methods that allow explicit modelling
of gene flow (e.g. in [49,15,58,16]). External lines of evidence, such as archaeological,
linguistic and geographic information could be used to inform on the expected levels of gene
flow to build a more realistic null model for testing continuity. Additionally, a dense serial
sampling of a geographic location can help distinguishing between models with more continues
gene flow over longer time periods from models that involve instantaneous replacement.

Linking demographic processes to the archaeological and climate records
Placing demographic events inferred from the genetic data to well-defined geographic areas
and/or time periods is important for investigating ecological, cultural or climatic drivers of
demographic processes and for testing spatially and temporally explicit archaeological and
historical hypotheses. However, different population genetic approaches differ substantially in
the extent to which they allow doing this.
Timing of demographic events
The methods discussed above, including the frameworks that build on the f-statistics, such as
TreeMix, AdmixtureGraph and qpGraph, use genetic drift to determine branch lengths in the
12
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inferred population phylogeny, which depends on both time and population size (genetic drift
is stronger in small populations than in large ones). This means that there is no absolute time
scale associated with any node in the tree (or graph), and nodes in different sub-trees have no
well-defined temporal order. Thus, in these trees (or graphs), only the leaves are populations
for with known dates, while the internal nodes of the tree (or graph), corresponding to ancestral
populations and associated demographic events, are abstract in time, making it challenging to
link them to archaeological or environmental information.
Approaches such as TreeMix, AdmixtureGraph and qpGraph model admixture by introducing
directed gene flow between pairs of branches in the inferred population tree. Sometimes this is
not sufficient to explain the pattern of genetic variation in the data, and it is necessary to
introduce hypothetical “ghost” populations that contributed to some past admixture events.
Similarly to the internal nodes of the tree, dates and the geographic locations of these “ghost”
populations are unknown.
Dated ancient samples can help anchoring the internal structure of the tree and provide a way
to infer approximate times of internal nodes in the tree and subsequently add some resolution
to the inference. However, the extent to which this is effective depends, on the availability of
samples in close temporal and geographic proximity to the nodes and ancestral populations of
interest.
Explicit modelling of past populations offers a way around this problem. Rasmussen et al. [49]
introduced a maximum likelihood method for testing whether an ancient sample can be
considered directly ancestral to a given modern sample. This test is based on coalescent theory
and does not require explicit modelling of population size changes. However, it does assume
an instantaneous split between the population of ancient sample and the ancestral population
of the modern sample, with no gene flow between the two groups following the separation.
Posth et al. [15] created a temporally explicit coalescent model of the history of late Pleistocene
populations in Europe based on the mitochondrial tree of directly dated individuals. The
combination of a powerful maximum likelihood framework and samples from both before and
after the last glacial maximum allowed them to test the hypothesis of population turnover
during this time period using mitochondrial DNA alone.

Linking demographic processes to space
Even with temporally explicit modelling, a key obstacle for interpreting the genetic history of
past populations is that the inferred ancestral populations, as well as the "ghost populations"
13
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discussed above, lack well-defined geographic locations. Thus, even though approximate
temporal boundaries for these populations can sometimes be informally inferred using genetic
data from closely related dated ancient samples, geographic areas remain largely unknown
when there is not sufficient geographical coverage of ancient samples to inform about the
boundaries of these populations. As a result, it is often challenging to compare the inferred
demographic history to the geographically explicit archaeological record.
Overcoming this problem calls for demographic models to be spatially as well as temporally
explicit, with geographically well-defined subpopulations through time. Usually this is done
by defining demographic processes in terms of local population changes and migrations, where
past and present populations are typically represented network of sub-populations (demes) with
explicit locations in space. Thus, such explicit simulation methods allow modelling complex
population history outside of the phylogenetic framework. In these frameworks, complex
spatial patterns can emerge from simple local demographic processes, allowing to explicitly
model the effects of population structure and other more subtle or emergent patterns of genetic
variation with greater ease. Crucially to archaeological inference, such simulation modelling
can incorporate information from various sources (e.g. archaeological, anthropological,
demographic or linguistic data and/or climatic and geographic information). For example,
estimated population densities from radiocarbon [59,60] or paleoclimate data [61,62] can be
used to inform on the relative population densities though time, and presence or absence of
different fossils and material cultures can be used to constrain possible geographical ranges.
However, such simulation methods require explicit defining of assumptions underlying the
demographic model e.g. connectivity of different demes. In particular, the explicit nature of
such models makes them represent very specific demographic scenarios, therefore care must
be taken that a wide range of plausible scenarios are represented in the analysis. Here it is
especially important to make sure that the considered models capture the key patterns of
variation observed in the data, for example using the descriptive statistics and other tools
described above on simulated data from these models.
Despite their flexibility and theoretical advantages, only relatively few studies have so far used
spatially explicit models to reconstruct demographic history due to the fact that such simulation
approaches can be complicated to set up and computationally demanding to perform. Early
studies used linear steppingstone models to represent founder effects during the expansion of
Anatomically Modern Humans out of Africa [63,64] and the levels of shared genetic variation
between humans and Neanderthals [53]. Warmuth et al. [65] used a spatially explicit model of
14
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Eurasia to infer the origin and timing of horse domestication. The SPLATCHE2 framework
[66] uses a two-dimensional spatially explicit model, which has been used to study
interbreeding between humans and Neanderthals [67]. Eriksson et al. [61] used a global spatial
model to link late Pleistocene human demography to climate, and this model was later used to
test the hypothesis of whether Eskimo-Inuit populations in the Arctic derive from the same
population as the original founders of Native American populations [68]. Loog et al. [16] used
a spatiotemporally explicit framework to reconstruct wolf demography in the last 50,000 years
using mitochondrial genomes. In the past, researchers have relied on inhouse custom
simulation code, difficult to adapt to different demographic models and/or data but powerful,
easy to use simulation tools such as msprime [69] (for coalescent demographic modelling) &
SLiM [70] (forward in time, and can accommodate very complicated demographic scenarios,
including genetic selection, and ecological interactions) have been recently created and are
now publicly available for researchers to use.
The complex relationships between populations in such models typically mean that formal
likelihoods cannot be calculated analytically but can be estimated by comparing descriptive
statistics of simulated and observed data using the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
[12,71]. Thus, unless parameters can be constrained using independent data (e.g. historical,
anthropological or archaeological information), it is usually necessary to consider a very large
number of value combinations for each parameter in order to make reliable inferences about
past, adding to the computational cost. Another potential disadvantage of an explicit modelling
approach is that it is often time consuming to set up and calibrate (especially for testing more
involved demographic scenarios) compared to using a descriptive approaches or summary
statistics for demographic inference.

Conclusion
Demographic processes directly affect patterns of genetic variation between and within both
populations and individuals. The large body of population genetic theory and mathematical
modelling developed to describe these patterns has allowed researchers to take advantage of
genetic information form both present and past populations for powerful past demographic
inference.
The starting point of this inference is quantification of genetic variation patterns. These patterns
can provide some insights and be used for formulating hypothesis about the past demographic
processes. However, care must be taken that samples and their relatedness to each other are
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well representative of all populations of interest. Patterns of genetic variation, especially when
ancient DNA data is included, can provide valuable insights. Although it might be tempting to
weave a compelling story based on striking patterns alone, because different demographic
scenarios can result in similar spatiotemporal patterns of genetic variation, it is important to
formally quantify the likelihood of different demographic scenarios.
Population genetic frameworks that allow formal testing of alternative demographic scenarios
usually represent demographic history as a phylogenetic tree, where populations are as
independently evolving branches (linages), sometimes connected by gene flow. Certain
methods require additional assumptions (such as the relationships between population, timing
of the changes in population sizes and the direction(s) of gene flow) to be explicitly defined.
But as these parameters are often unknown, the application of such approaches is limited to
more tractable demographic histories. A number of non-parametric approaches have been
developed that, on one hand, allow more flexibility but, on the other, come with a number of
implicit assumptions that needs taking into consideration when interpreting the results.
In general, population genetic tools that allow formal testing of competing demographic
scenarios range from very simple models, with many generalising assumptions, to very
complex ones that require explicit modelling decisions. As a general rule, the ability of formal
analyses and hypothesis testing to distinguish between complex scenarios is heavily
constrained by the amount and type of genetic data available. Very simple models may lack
key aspects of demography or not provide sufficient resolution, missing out on important
phenomena or leaving the details to be filled by a post-hoc narrative. Complicated models, on
the other hand, require much more information (data) to robustly distinguish between different
demographic scenarios, or external lines of evidence (such as climate or archaeological
information) to guide parameter ranges in the model. Thus, the right tool for the job is
determined not only by the questions but also by the available data.
Ancient DNA can provide valuable snapshot of patterns of past genetic variation and has
therefore substantially increased the resolution with which different models of past
demography can be tested. Although ancient DNA data has been extensively used to address
questions about past demography, it’s full potential has not been harnessed fully: currently very
few population genetic approaches allow formal inclusion of dates and geographic locations of
ancient samples at the hypothesis testing phase of the inference, not only missing out on the
opportunity to gain additional power to detect more subtle demographic changes, but also
leaving the timing and the locations of the inferred demographic events approximate at best.
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However, recent developments in simulation (e.g. SLiM [70] and msprime [69]) and analytical
tools (e.g.[37,72,73]) will not only make linking past demographic events to the archaeological,
historical and climate records more straightforward and robust but will also allow direct
inclusion of data from these lines of evidence.
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